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Dynamic Energy Service International, LLC   

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  
 

Dynamic Construction Services, a Dynamic Energy Services International Company, has 

been awarded a long term contract as “Primary Contractor” for ongoing fabrication and 

site construction services for a deepwater Gulf of Mexico operator. 
 

Houston, Texas, September 2015 - Dynamic Industries, Inc., a leading fabrication and service provider to the 

global Oil, Gas and Energy industries, announced that its specialty craft division, Dynamic Construction 

Services (DCS), has been awarded a significant long term contract to provide fabrication and site construction 

services for a deepwater Gulf of Mexico operator.  The scope of the project includes continuous fabrication and 

offshore construction services in support of ongoing operations and expansions of the operator’s Gulf of 

Mexico assets. Dynamic’s Harvey facility will be responsible for the fabrication scope as well as mobilization 

and management of offshore crews. 
 

Matt Oubre, President of DCS said, “We are very excited about being named ‘Primary Contractor’ for another 

Gulf of Mexico operator. Dynamic appreciates this opportunity and has already set a goal of extending our 

‘Primary Contractor’ status  well into the future by delivering services reflecting  our Core Values – Safety, 

Quality and Productivity.” 

 

About Dynamic Construction Services 

Dynamic Construction Services (DCS) is a full service Construction Division of Dynamic Industries, Inc. - 

providing light fabrication, site construction and maintenance, and specialty craft services for offshore and 

onshore projects. DCS provides a broad variety of complementary services either stand alone or bundled into a 

turnkey offering, such as offshore structural, piping, electrical & instrumentation, automation, fire & safety, 

blasting & coating, insulation, scaffolding, and project staffing services. 

 

About Dynamic Industries, Inc. 

Dynamic Industries, Inc. was founded in 1985 as an offshore services company, specializing in interconnecting 

pipe fabrication, associated pipe installation, and commissioning & offshore maintenance services. Through a 

change of ownership in 1998 Dynamic quickly grew to become one of the premier hook up & commissioning 

contractors in the Gulf of Mexico. Today Dynamic has expanded its services and footprint globally and now 

operates in West Africa, Mexico, Caribbean, South America and the Middle East. 

 

About Dynamic Energy Services International, LLC  

Dynamic Energy Services International Company (DYNESI) Headquartered in New Orleans, LA, DYNESI; 

through its four major business units, provides fully integrated EPCIM services globally to the upstream and 

downstream markets. (http://www.dynamicind.com/) 
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